Teaching Czech as a foreign language is our core specialty, which we have been doing more than 60 years. We offer Czech courses of various lengths, intensities and focuses. We are the only institution in the Czech Republic with ALTE certification for internationally recognized exams in Czech as a foreign language.

We organize Czech courses at all levels from A1 to C1. Candidates are placed in the appropriate group on the basis of placement tests. Study face-to-face in the centre of Prague in Voršilská Street, in the Krystal centre near Nádraží Veleslavín metro station, or online.

COURSES FOR FOREIGNERS

Starting level of Czech

Aspiring level of Czech

Number of lessons

Duration

Deadline for visa applicants

Non-visa applicant due date

Intensities

Form of study

Suitable for language exam preparation

Conclusion of the course / exit document

Core specialty, which we have been doing more than 60 years
### Two-Semester Evening Course

- **0 to C1.2**
- **70**

#### More information

More information [here](https://ujop.cuni.cz/UJOPEN-74.html?ujopcmsid=139:czech-for-foreigners-evening-course-3-months)

### Three-Months Evening Course

- **0 to A2.2**
- **70**

#### More information


### Five-Months Evening Course

- **0 to B2**
- **105 000 CZK**

#### More information
